DEFIANCE X SERIES:
ULTIMATE, UNCOMPROMISING BASS.

Everything is maximized with the new Defiance X10 / X12 / X15 subwoofers. Output is massive, thanks to heavy-duty, internally-braced cabinets, and Active Ridge Technology (ART™) for maximum driver-excursion. Massive SPL levels are coupled with precision control, intense detail and vanishingly low distortion. Crafted in Canada, Defiance X outperforms every sub in their class.

DEFIANCE V SERIES:
ALL PERFORMANCE. NO GIMMICKS.

For intense bass performance with no gimmicks, Defiance V8 / V10 / V12 subwoofers are an amazing value. Smaller footprints pack tons of technology into a compact powerhouse of low frequency impact. Pound for ground-shaking pound, Defiance V delivers the best bass at an unbeatable value.
EXCLUSIVE DEFIANCE X FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS:

Crafted in Canada: All X Series subwoofers are designed, engineered and manufactured in our state-of-the-art 225,000 ft² Canadian facility.

ART™ Surrounds: Made in-house and overmolded directly onto each woofer cone. This design achieves greater excursion, for a 3dB gain in output and 50% reduction in distortion. Crafted from injection-molded thermoplastic elastomer, ART surrounds are more durable and more reliable than conventional surrounds, ensuring a lifetime of superior sound. US patents: D654,4795 and 8,340,340B2

Massive SPL Output: Defiance X feature more powerful amplifiers, with the X15 producing an impressive 900W RMS (1800W Dynamic Peak).

Defiance WT Wireless System
### Defiance X10 - LFE 23Hz (DIN)
- 10" Driver with Patented ART™ Surround
- 300W RMS (600W Dynamic Peak)
- App Controlled via Smartphone
- Speaker Level Inputs
- Anthem Room Correction (ARC®) Included
- Wireless Option with Defiance WT (sold sep.)
- Satin Black Finish
- 15" x 16-1/2" x 15-3/4"
- 42 lb

### Defiance X12 - LFE 18Hz (DIN)
- 12" Driver with Patented ART™ Surround
- 650W RMS (1300W Dynamic Peak)
- App Controlled via Smartphone
- Speaker Level Inputs
- Anthem Room Correction (ARC®) Included
- Wireless Option with Defiance WT (sold sep.)
- Satin Black Finish
- 18" x 19-1/2" x 18-3/4"
- 62 lb

### Defiance X15 - LFE 14Hz (DIN)
- 15" Driver with Patented ART™ Surround
- 900W RMS (1800W Dynamic Peak)
- App Controlled via Smartphone
- Speaker Level Inputs
- Anthem Room Correction (ARC®) Included
- Wireless Option with Defiance WT (sold sep.)
- Satin Black Finish
- 23-1/4" x 24-3/4" x 24"
- 92 lb

### Defiance V8 - LFE 28Hz (DIN)
- 8" Driver
- 75W RMS (150W Dynamic Peak)
- Speaker Level Inputs
- Satin Black Finish
- 14-1/4" x 12-3/4" x 13-3/8"
- 26.5 lb

### Defiance V10 - LFE 26Hz (DIN)
- 10" Driver
- 120W RMS (250W Dynamic Peak)
- App Controlled with Local VOL
- Speaker Level Inputs
- Anthem Room Correction (ARC®) Included
- Wireless Option with Defiance WT (sold sep.)
- Satin Black Finish
- 15-3/4" x 14-1/4" x 14-7/8"
- 33.5 lb

### Defiance V12 - LFE 18Hz (DIN)
- 12" Driver
- 120W RMS (250W Dynamic Peak)
- App Controlled with Local VOL
- Speaker Level Inputs
- Anthem Room Correction (ARC®) Included
- Wireless Option with Defiance WT (sold sep.)
- Satin Black Finish
- 18" x 16-1/2" x 17-1/8"
- 42 lb

Specifications subject to change without notice. DIN 45 500. indicates -3db in a typical listening room. Paradigm® and ARC® are registered trademarks of Paradigm Electronics Inc., Defiance is a trademark of Paradigm Electronics Inc.